A strong, lighter weight steel solution for your material hauling needs.

This multi-purpose dump body is an excellent solution for hauling asphalt today, and shot rock tomorrow. The J&J steel dump body is comparable to aluminum dump bodies in weight with the proven impact and abrasion resistance of high hard steel. If you haul rock, gravel, asphalt or other aggregates, you owe it to yourself to check out the crossmemberless dump bodies from J&J Truck Bodies & Trailers.

Rely on our experience.

There’s no substitute for a truck body built by the experts at J&J Truck Bodies & Trailers. We don’t cut corners and we don’t compromise on quality. Rely on our 55+ years of experience to build you the dump trucks you want - we’ll build them to your specification and application.
The air high lift tailgate option prevents tailgate damage from large objects and functions as a conventional tailgate for standard aggregate hauling.

**STEEL STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS**

*Lengths: 13’ to 20’.*

**Side Panels & Bulkhead:** 1/8” high hard steel

**Floor:** 3/16” floor with radius corners.

**Understructure:** Crossmemberless design, rubber dampening cushion.

**Cab Protector:** Full width or dual offset, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, or full length.

**Tailgate:** Conventional, combination, or high lift.

**Hydraulic System:** Front mount telescopic cylinder, PTO & pump, 3-line safety system, variety of controls and instrumentation to suit requirements.

**Lighting:** Meets FMVSS 108 guidelines, LED standard, variety of configurations and warning modules available.

**Paint:** Full body shot blast: SPC 6 cleanliness, 1.5-2.0 mil blast profile, Sherwin Williams Genesis Automotive paint standard.

**Popular Options:** Manual or Electric Tarpers, Tool Boxes, Shovel Brackets, Additional Ladders, Coal Doors, Spreader Apron.

For a complete list of options, call J&J today!
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